
FAQ: Week Four
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SECTION 1: CREATION

Q1) How old is the Earth?

The age of the Earth is _______________________________________________ in the Bible.

2 Dominant Views:  _____________________________(Young Earth – Literal)
_____________________________ (Old Earth – Not literal)

Properly dating the age of the Earth is ____________________________________________.

Essentials from the Creation account:

The universe was created ____________________________________.
It was _________________________ and not an accident.
Humanity is ________________________________________ (the apex of creation).
God is ______________________________ with His world.

Q2) Where do dinosaurs fit into the Bible?

It ___________________________________ of the age of the Earth.

(They are either specifically mentioned or a part of the broad account of Creation).

SECTION 2: ETHICS & MORALS

Q3) How are we to understand mental health problems?  Is it a disease or just a
“sin Issue?”

Contributing factors:



______________________________
___________________________________ (mine or someone else’s)
__________________________________

It is best to approach mental health concerns with a _______________________ viewpoint.
(Do not neglect spiritual components).

Q4) What about cremation? (Is it Ok?)

The Bible is _______________________________________ cremation.

Questions about proper burial falls within the realm of Christian freedom.

Q5) For a Christian, can the end justify the means?

___________, God cares about ______________________________________.

We are called to ________________________.

We are to ______________________________.

Takeaway: Do not ________________________________ what you know is _________________.

SECTION 3: Sex & Gender

Q6) I was recently asked to sign a statement of faith that included: “God
assigns gender at birth in his image. Anyone who rejects or changes their birth
sex is no longer in his image.” Do we believe this? Is it biblical?

_____________.

The image of God can be (and is) __________________ but never  _______________________.

Q7) Is there a difference between sex and gender?  If so, what is it?



__________.

The Bible _______________________________________________. (Genesis 1:27)

How are we to respond?

We must start with _____________________________________ (like Jesus did).

Our Message:  You only discover your _____________________ as you _______________________
to Jesus, not when you ____________________________________.

The Great Commission:  Our calling is not to turn the world _______________(transform culture),
but to help turn sinners _____________________________.


